3-CARD POKER
3 WAYS TO PLAY! 4 WAYS TO WIN!
Three-Card poker is an exciting stud poker game that offers three
ways to play and four different way to win. Players may bet against
the dealer, bet on the value of their own three-card hand, or bet
both. Bonus payouts may be had for certain hands when wagering
against the dealer.
PAIR PLUS
Pair plus allows a player to bet on his/her own hand. If the hand
contains a pair or better, it wins!
ANTE
Ante allows a player to play against the dealer’s hand. If a player
bets ante and likes his/her hand, he/she must place an equal
wager on the Play spot. It’s the player’s three-card poker hand
against the dealer’s three-card poker hand, and best hands wins!
TO PLAY BOTH
It’s the player’s cards for a pair or better; against the dealer for the
best three-card hand. Players must also make the Play wager or
forfeit their Ante wager.
ANTE BONUS
If a player makes the Ante and Play wagers, he/she may win a
Bonus payout even if the dealer doesn’t qualify, and even if the
dealer’s hand beats his/her hand.
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PAIR PLUS
The object of betting the Pair Plus wager is to get dealt a pair or
better. If the player’s hand contains a pair or better, the player wins
the Pair Plus Wager. Players receive Pair Plus payouts regardless of
the dealer’s hand. Pair Plus payouts are the following:
Straight Flush..................................................................40 to 1
Three of a Kind.................................................................30 to 1
Straight.............................................................................6 to 1
Flush................................................................................3 to 1
Pair...................................................................................1 to 1
ANTE BONUS
Ante Bonuses are paid when a player is dealt one of the three
highest-ranking hands in the game. The Ante Bonuses are paid
regardless of the dealer’s hand. The Ante Bonus payouts are the
following:
Straight Flush....................................................................5 to 1
Three of a Kind...................................................................4 to 1
Straight.............................................................................1 to 1
ENVY BONUS
A player making the progressive side wager also qualifies to win an
Envy payout. If another player at the table hits a hand associated
with an Envy payout, all other players who made the progressive
side bet win the Envy payout. The player hitting the hand receives
the normal prize payout only, but does not receive the Envy payout.
Rule of thumb: Players cannot win an Envy bonus payout from
themselves or the dealer.
ENVY PAYOUT
AKQ Spades........................................................................$100
AKQ Hearts/Diamonds/Clubs..................................................$25

Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-589-9966 for help.

